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A 4D Statistical Model of Wrist Bone
Motion Patterns
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Abstract—Direct imaging of ligament damage in the wrist re-
mains a challenge. Still, such damage can be assessed indirectly
through the analysis of changes in wrist pose and motion pattern.
For this purpose we built a statistical reference model that de-
scribes healthy motion patterns. We show that such a model can
also be used to detect and quantify pathologies. A model that only
describes the global translations and rotations of the carpal bones
is insufficiently accurate due to size and shape variations of the
bones. We present a local statistical motion model that minimizes
the influence of size and shape differences by analyzing the coordi-
nate differences of pairs of points on adjacent bone surfaces. These
differences are determined in a set of 14 healthy example wrists im-
aged in a range of poses by means of 4D-RX imaging. The distribu-
tion of the differences as a function of the pose form the local statis-
tical motion model (LSMM). Translations of 2 mm and rotations of
20 with respect to the healthy example wrists are detected as out-
liers in the point pair distributions. An evaluation involving wrists
with a damaged ligament between scaphoid and lunate shows that
not only joint space widenings can be detected, but also shifts of
congruent bone surfaces. The LSMM is also used to perform a vir-
tual reconstruction of the most likely healthy wrist after a simu-
lated perturbation of bones. The reconstruction precision is shown
to be about 1 mm. Therefore, the presented 4D statistical model of
wrist bone movement may become a valuable clinical tool for di-
agnosis and surgical planning.

Index Terms—Anatomy, articulated model, kinematical model,
medical diagnosis, medical expert systems, orthopedics, statistical
shape model, surgery, wrist, X-rays.
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I. INTRODUCTION

B ONES in joints are stabilized by connecting bands of fi-
brous tissue called ligaments [1], [2]. When these liga-

ments are damaged, e.g., due to excessive load, joints may be-
come unstable [3], [4]. Such instability can lead to wearing of
the bones and causes a loss of strength [5], [6]. Conventional
imaging modalities are not suited to directly diagnose ligament
injury in the wrist due to the small sizes of the ligaments. Specif-
ically, the ligaments do not provide sufficient contrast with sur-
rounding tissue to be visible in X-ray based modalities. Al-
though the resolution of current MR scanners is low compared
to the thickness of the wrist ligaments, ligaments have been vi-
sualized in cadavers [7] using MR arthrography. Detection of
ligament tears, nevertheless, is still in a preliminary stage [8].
Alternatively, ligament rupture or laxity may be visualized in-
directly. Due to the loss of joint stability, the wrist bones tend to
follow abnormal motion patterns [4], [9], [10]. The relation be-
tween ligament damage and abnormal motions motivated us to
develop a 4D statistical model that quantitatively describes the
motion of a healthy wrist. Ultimately, we wish to employ this
model to quantitatively assess pathological wrist motion, c.q.
ligament rupture.
Current clinical methods for assessing pathological motion

patterns are mainly qualitative. For example, 2D fluoroscopy
imaging does not allow for accurate measurements [10] due to
which only large deviations from normal motion patterns can
be detected. Moreover, fluoroscopy is inherently limited to 2D
projections, whereas the motion pattern of the wrist bones is
essentially 3D [11]–[13].
Clinical research [11], [13], [14] has demonstrated that wrist

bone motion predominantly depends on the carpal bone shapes.
These motion variations partially emanate from volume differ-
ences [14], but the conformity of the bones also suggest a de-
pendency on the bone shapes [15] (see Fig. 1). A similar rela-
tion between motion and bone shape was also found in the ankle
[16], [17]. Therefore, the carpal bone shape needs to be taken
into account upon assessing the motion patterns.
The variation in object shape itself has been extensively

studied through statistical representations in a wide range of
applications. Let us focus on a limited number of key papers
that are of interest to our application. Initially, active shape
models [18] were introduced that build on principal compo-
nent analysis of point distributions after which parameterized
models were developed based on series of spherical harmonics
[19]. The initial statistical shape descriptions were extended
by taking into account correlations with other object properties
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Fig. 1. Anatomy of a right wrist, viewed from the palmar side. Two rotation
axes are shown: Flexion-extension (Fl, Ex) and Radio-ulnar deviation (Rd, Ud).
The abbreviations for the bones are listed in Table I.

TABLE I
ABBREVIATIONS OF BONE NAMES

such as intensity in active appearance models [20] and (al-
beit implicitly) pose [21]. What is more, correlated temporal
variability was included by considering time as an extra di-
mension in 2D+time [22] and 3D+time [23] representations.
The latter approaches particularly apply to problems in which
the motion and shape variations are inseparable, e.g., in the
heart [22]–[24]. Clearly, any such model generally requires a
large training set to cope with the large variations encountered
in practice. Structures like the spine, however, involve only
weak shape correlations between distinct parts. In such a case
the number of training objects could be considerably reduced
by employing multiple partial models [25]. Each partial model
described three adjacent vertebrae and included both shape and
pose variations. The combined model described (multidimen-
sional) linear motion and shape combinations. Especially in
flexible joints such as the wrist and the knee this is not sufficient
as large rotations induce changes of the bone ensemble that
cannot be approximated by linear models.
A different class of representations, which can cope with

large (nonlinear) motion trajectories are articulated models.
Effectively, these models involve an ensemble of shapes and
combine shape information with expert knowledge into a
kinematic model of rigid objects, e.g., of vertebrae [26], wrists
[27] or mice skeletons [28]. Recently, statistical representations

of rotation parameters in articulated models were studied [29],
[30]. The articulated models were mainly used for segmenta-
tion purposes, but also to identify pathology [24], [31], [32].
Boisvert et al. [32] used the distribution of a weighted sum
of rotations and translations between adjacent vertebrae to
identify spine defects. Alternatively, [31], [32] used only part
of the information, i.e., a single phase of the cardiac motion
[31] and a single “pose” of the spine [32] for detection of an
abnormality. Perperidis et al. [24] modeled both heart shape
variations over time as well as between individuals. However,
these shape and temporal models were entirely separate and
did not relate variations in the cardiac cycle to heart shape
variations between individuals. In fact, such a separate shape
and motion analysis assumes independence between the shape
and motion parameters. In the wrist, however, motion and
shape variability are not independent and a combined model
of shape and motion variations would require a prohibitively
large set of example wrists.
We can overcome this problem by creating a local, statistical

representation of the healthy motion pattern of wrist bones for
the detection of ligament damage. The influence of shape vari-
ability is minimized by locally measuring the relative poses be-
tween adjacent bones, following the rationales in [25] and [29].
However, contrary to the latter references, the influence of the
bone shape is even further reduced by not focusing on the com-
plete bones, but on the local spaces between the bones. Effec-
tively, the statistics of the joint space shape variations as a func-
tion of the wrist pose form a 4D motion model. Eventually, this
description will be used to estimate the probability that the mo-
tion pattern of an individual set of wrist bones is normal. An
intuitive indication of normality is that the distance between
adjacent bone surfaces remains approximately constant during
movement. Reversely, widening or narrowing of the joint space
likely indicates a pathology. It may be noticed, however, that a
distance measurement is not sensitive for bone movement par-
allel to the joint space, which typically occurs when the liga-
ment between the scaphoid and the lunate bones is ruptured (SL
dissociation) [10]. To solve this problem, this paper describes
and evaluates a novel, directed measure, based on the relative
motion of paired points on adjacent bone surfaces. The distribu-
tion of this measure, emanating from several individuals, con-
tains statistical information on the local motion. For each bone
pair of interest, a model is constructed that we shall refer to as
a local statistical motion model (LSMM). The LSMMs for all
bone gaps combined describe the motion variation in a com-
plete healthy wrist. To our knowledge, the presented model is
the first one that models the motion pattern of a complex joint
as the wrist that can handle large anatomical differences, based
on a relatively small training set. Preliminary results will illus-
trate how the model may be applied: detection of abnormal wrist
motion for diagnostic purposes and reconstruction of (healthy)
wrist motion from a single CT-scan for surgical planning and
evaluation.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The model that we propose describes the distribution of mo-
tion patterns in a healthy wrist by statistically modeling of the
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Fig. 2. Schematic description of the construction of the LSMM.

relative poses of adjacent bone surfaces as a function of the pos-
ture of the entire wrist.We aim to remove as much spurious vari-
ation in the data as possible, before applying a statistical anal-
ysis (see Fig. 2). This is necessary to obtain a model that does
not only accurately describe healthy motion patterns, but that
is also sufficiently sensitive to detect pathological motion pat-
terns. The main sources of undesired variation are an imprecise
reproduction of the wrist postures during motion (e.g., due to
different starting postures) and anatomical variations between
wrists. Most variations introduced by the acquisition can be
minimized by aligning the acquired wrists to a set of standard-
ized postures (Section II-B). Within the set of aligned wrists,
landmarks on bone surfaces are determined (Section II-C), that
facilitate correspondence between wrist postures and between
different wrists. Measurements based on these landmarks will
be used for the statistical analysis. This analysis aims to be in-
sensitive to global bone shape variations. This achieved by only
measuring locally, i.e., within the joint space between two ad-
jacent bones (Section II-D). This correspondence allows a con-
sistent, translation invariant description of joint gaps between
wrists as a function of the wrist posture in, what we call, a local
statistical motion model (LSMM, Section II-E).
We hypothesize that the LSMM accurately describes normal

pose variations and we describe two applications of the LSMM,
to 1) discriminate pathological from healthy motion patterns
(Section II-F); 2) reconstruct the most likely healthy bone con-
figuration for a pathological wrist in a given pose (Section II-G).
The accuracy of the proposedmodel for both applications will

be evaluated experimentally.

A. 4D Image Acquisition

4D imaging of the carpal bone movement was performed
using a 4D-RX system [33], [34]. This system imposes a pe-
riodic motion on the wrist that is synchronized with the rotation
of a 3D rotational X-ray system [35]. A total of 1000 2D X-ray
images were recorded for 20 poses to yield 50 projections per
pose. Separate 3D images were reconstructed for each of these
20 phases of the motion trajectory. The image quality of the
resulting volumes is significantly lower than those from a CT
scanner. Therefore, segmented wrist bones from a high quality
CT scan were rigidly registered to the reconstructed 4D-RX
volumes to render accurate representations of the carpal bones.
The CT images were acquired on an Mx8000 Quad CT scanner
(Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands). The acqui-
sition parameters were: collimation mm, tube voltage
120 kV, effective mAs 150, rotation time 0.75 s per 360 , pitch
0.875; the scans were made in “ultra high resolution” mode (i.e.,
small focal spot size). Reconstructions were made with convo-
lution kernel E, a field of view of 154 mm, a slice increment of
0.3 mm and a matrix of 512 512 pixels, resulting in isotropic
voxels of mm . For the segmentation of the bone

Fig. 3. (a) Wrist with characteristic points: Radius with axis normal to the
plane of motion and point at the bottom of the radius. Capitate with point
and metacarpal 3 with point . (b) Planes that determine the wrist pose defined
by angle .

surfaces from the CT images a simple, level set based procedure
is applied [27].
Flexion–extension motions (Fig. 1) of 14 nonpathological

wrists were acquired from healthy volunteers. All subjects were
between 21 and 56 years old.

B. Registration in Corresponding Poses

Unfortunately, the recorded 4D-RXmotion trajectories suffer
from inaccuracies in the initial wrist pose [13]. When uncor-
rected, these initial pose differences introduce spurious varia-
tions in the motion model. Therefore, the segmented wrist bones
are aligned into corresponding poses. Intuitively, the pose of a
wrist is defined by the angle between the lower arm and the hand
[11], [13] with respect to a rotation axis. We define pose by the
relative position and orientation of the radius in the lower arm
and the capitate and metacarpal 3 (MC3) bones in the wrist/hand
[see Fig. 3(a)], similar to definitions in the literature [12], [13],
[36], [37].
The alignment of an example wrist to a certain pose is

facilitated by interpolation between the acquired data samples
(wrist poses). A cubic spline is used to interpolate the coor-
dinates of the centers of gravity and the bone orientations.
These orientations are described using Rodrigues parameters

[38] (also called attitude vectors [39]). The
rotation matrix is determined by as

(1)

where expm denotes the matrix exponential, the identity ma-
trix, and the skew-symmetric matrix in the matrix exponen-
tial function normalized by . This rotation parameterization
ensures that the interpolated rotation matrices constitute valid
rotations. Note that this procedure allows for a continuous de-
scription of the movement of the wrist bones.
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Let us now define the wrist pose. The direction of the rota-
tion axis between the lower arm and the hand of one wrist
is determined by first registering the radii in the acquired 3D
pose images. Conventionally, the capitate is assumed to closely
follow the motion of the hand [13], [40]. A plane is fit through
the center of gravity of all capitates in all poses. By definition,
the direction of is perpendicular to this plane [see Fig. 3(a)].
The radius is represented by two characteristic points, and
. The characteristic point is selected to be the center of

gravity of the approximately ellipsoidal cross section of the ra-
dius where the scan is cut off. The distal pole, , is taken as an-
other characteristic point of the radius. is selected as the point
with the maximum distance from .1 Two additional character-
istic points are defined as the center of gravity of the capitate, ,
and the center of gravity of the (approximately) ellipsoid cross
section of MC3, , where the scan is cut off. Again, this is a
common approach to represent the main axis of the hand.
In fact, a pose angle is measured between the two planes

[ and , see Fig. 3(b)] spanned by characteristic points in the
wrist bones (points C-F). The two planes intersect in the cutting
line . A pose is virtually imposed by choosing an angle be-
tween planes and [see Fig. 3(b)] and subsequently aligning
a sample wrist to these planes. To bring the wrist in the de-
sired pose, the Euclidean distance between and plane
and and plane are minimized. During this minimiza-
tion, the movement of all bones is constrained to follow the
acquired motion path using the previously described interpola-
tion. Moreover, (the rotation axis) is kept parallel to . A Lev-
enberg–Marquardt optimization is used to obtain the optimal
alignment of this nonlinear problem. While aligning the charac-
teristic points, all carpal bones move simultaneously along their
interpolated trajectories.

C. Identification of Corresponding Points

The bones in the imaged wrists now have corresponding
poses and are therefore globally aligned. To establish a local
correspondence on wrist bone surfaces of individuals, a dense
set of corresponding landmarks is established by fitting a
statistical shape model (SSM) of each carpal bone [42] to the
segmented bone surfaces of each wrist. Each SSM describes
the main modes of variation of the positions of the vertices of
the triangulated carpal bone surfaces with a point distribution
model (PDM) [18]. These models are fitted to the segmented tri-
angulated bone surfaces by adapting the translations, rotations,
scaling, and shape model parameters. The fitting method is the
same as in the EM-ICP algorithm [43] for rigid registration
(apart from the shape model parameters adjustment), which
alternates two steps: 1) fuzzy closest-point matching between
points in the PDM and the surface vertices and 2) minimizing
of the Euclidean distances between the point clouds. After
the fitting, the vertices of the fitted PDM determine the point
correspondence. The pisiforme bone was excluded from the
model, because its motion pattern was clinically considered to
be of minor importance.

1Clinical papers often define an axis of the radius [13], [41]. Although not
explicitly used in this work, the axis of the radius is defined as the line through
, perpendicular to , in the plane spanned by , and a line parallel to .

Fig. 4. Point pairs on adjacent bones in different poses. The first set of point
pairs (open spheres) is selected in the first pose and another point pair (closed
spheres) is selected in another pose. The dotted lines denote the paired points.

D. Selection of Point Pairs on Adjacent Bone Shapes

The corresponding points of the fitted SSMs describe the cor-
respondence between bone surfaces of the same bone type. They
do, however, not describe the spatial relation between adjacent
bone surfaces. To this end point pairs need to be formed with
points on both bone surfaces at opposite sides of a joint space
(the space between two adjacent, conformal bones). The corre-
sponding points of the fitted SSMs are used to compute themean
wrist bone surfaces (over individuals) in poses within the mea-
sured range of motion of all wrists. Subsequently, the bound-
aries of the joint spaces are estimated in the mean wrist as fol-
lows. For each pose, the adjacent parts of two mean bone sur-
faces are identified by selecting those parts for which the normal
vectors of the two bone surfaces are approximately opposite
[27]. Subsequently, in each pose and restricted to the adja-
cent parts, pairs of points on either side of a joint space are se-
lected based on the minimum Euclidean distance (Fig. 4) [44].
The minimum distance criterion ensures that the point pairs de-
scribe local variations, thereby reducing the influence of large
scale shape variations. Note that each pose returns a different
set of corresponding points. The set of corresponding points is
reduced by randomly drawing a uniformly distributed subselec-
tion of point pairs. These point pairs are equally
distributed over the poses, in order to compensate for oversam-
pling (which decreases the sensitivity of pathology detection,
Section II-F) as well as to limit the computation time. The co-
ordinates of the point pairs of all poses are combined and repre-
sented as , in which , respectively, denote
the coordinates of two points on either side of the joint space
and the superscript is meant to indicate that the points are ob-
tained on the mean bone surfaces. The coordinates of each point
depend on the pose of the wrist, hence the subscript . Through
the point correspondence, the coordinates of the corresponding
point pair on a wrist are known.

E. Estimating the Distribution of Local Motion Descriptors

The coordinates of the corresponding point pairs ,
in each of the wrists and for all poses de-

scribe the motion patterns of the adjacent bone surfaces in the
spatial domain. Amotionmodel of the wrist, however, must rep-
resent the relative position of one bone with respect to an adja-
cent bone, irrespective of the absolute surface positions. There-
fore the difference vector between the coordinates of each cor-
responding point pair as a function of the wrist pos-
ture is chosen as the local motion descriptor

(2)
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The distribution of the difference vectors over healthy in-
dividuals is an estimate of the normal motion patterns
of the wrist. We assume that this distribution is a mul-
tivariate Gaussian distribution with mean differences

and 3 3 covariance matrix

.
Observe that each corresponding point pair and each pose
delivers such a distribution, which is denoted by

(3)

where represents the multivariate Gaussian distribution.
contains three parameters for and six unique elements for

. The ensemble of pose dependent distributions constitutes
the LSMM.

F. Application 1: Identification of a Pathological Wrist

Any new wrist may be assessed for pathology by standard-
izing its posture as in Section II-B and establishing landmarks
as in Section II-C. Subsequently, the difference vectors
are calculated as in (2) using the indices from Section II-D. It is
assumed that the distributions (3) represent the probability den-
sity functions (PDF) for of normal, healthy wrists. Accord-
ingly, the probability that the observed difference occurs
in a healthy wrist is computed by comparison to the Gaussian
distribution (3). The normalized distance to the center of each
such distribution is given by the Mahalonobis distance

(4)

Note that this Mahanalobis distance is the multidimensional
equivalent of standard deviations (SD) that a point pair dis-
tance differs from the expected value . Under the as-
sumption of normal distributions, the squared Mahalanobis dis-
tance is the sum of three squared random variables with
zero mean and unit variance. Therefore the distribution of
follows a -distribution with 3 degrees-of-freedom. By as-
serting the null hypothesis that a wrist is healthy and by taking
the -distribution as a description of the variability of healthy
wrists, measured distances that are in the tails of the dis-
tributions (3), are considered to reflect a pathology. In fact, if
the squared Mahalanobis distances are distributed exactly as
a -distribution, a threshold for statistically significant devi-
ations can be obtained from the complementary cumulative dis-
tribution function (CDF, Fig. 5), corrected for the number of si-
multaneous tests (the number of point pairs per joint space).
In this work the strictest correction is used, a Bonferroni correc-
tion, i.e., a division of the significance level by .

G. Application 2: Reconstruction of a Physiological Wrist

The planning of wrist surgery is complicated without
knowing the normal bone arrangement prior to the occurance
of pathology. An accurate hypothesis regarding the healthy
bone arrangement for a pathological wrist is often not available,
especially when the contralateral wrist is also not normal. Such
knowledge about the healthy configuration is important so that
all involved structures (e.g., the ligaments) are appropriately
adapted.

Fig. 5. Complementary cumulative distribution function of a distribution
for three dimensions. The largest 50% and 5% of 3D Mahalanobis distances are
shaded in gray.

Consider the 3D bone surfaces of a pathological wrist in a
pose (for instance, segmented from a CT volume) and assume
that the capitate and MC3 correctly describe the pose.2 Surface
landmarks corresponding to the model are obtained by fitting
the same SSMs as in Section II-C. We assert that the healthy
configuration will consist of the most likely configuration of
bones in the local statistical motion model. The likelihood of the
relative position of a point on a bone surface with respect
to its paired point on an adjacent bone surface is described
by the probability distribution estimated in (3)

(5)

where and are the rigid transformations of the bones (and
thus and , respectively) at either side of the joint space.
Assuming independent measurements for each point pair, as be-
fore, the full likelihood of a configuration of two adjacent bones
is described by

(6)

where is the number of point pairs covering the joint space.
Maximizing is equivalent to minimizing the negative loga-
rithm of , which, after discarding the constant terms corre-
sponds to the minimization of the sum of the squared Maha-
lanobis distances as in (4)

(7)

where denotes the cost of the mismatch.
Typically, several articulating bones are suspected to be ill-

configured in a pathological case (e.g., the so-called SL disso-
ciation where the scaphoid flexes and lunate extends [6]). For
multiple joint spaces, the sum of all joint space costs

is minimized

(8)

where each corresponds to (7), are the transfor-
mations of the bones concerned, and is the number of
joint spaces and . The minimization

2This is a reasonable assumption, as in general the capitate and MC3 are
aligned with the hand (Section II-B).
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is constrained such that the radius is fixed and the capitate and
MC3 are not allowed to rotate. These constraints correspond to
the wrist alignment in Section II-B. The bone positions and ori-
entations as measured in the CT scan are taken as initial esti-
mates. Note that, due to the dependency of (7) on the pose pa-
rameter , (8), essentially delivers a kinematic model, that can
predict healthy wrist configurations in varying poses.

is minimized by finding the optimal rotations and trans-
lations for all bones simultaneously [see (8)] with a Leven-
berg–Marquardt minimization by writing the Mahalanobis dis-
tance in the form of an inner product

(9)

where is the Choleski decomposition.

H. Parameters

The parameters of the methods involved are (excluding the
parameters for wrist segmentation and joint space detection,
which were optimized previously [27]).
1) The number of point pairs per joint space. Increasing

yields a denser sampling and thus a more detailed rep-
resentation of the joint spaces. It should be set at the verge
of oversampling. In this work is chosen as ,
where is the area of the bone surface in mm and

mm is the area of one voxel side (see Section II-A
for acquisition details).

2) The number of poses . A higher will typically lead
to a smaller interpolation error. Thus, it should be chosen
sufficiently high to have a negligible interpolation error.
By choosing such that the pose sampling density is
similar to the density of measured wrist poses, the motion
trajectory is accurately sampled with a similar accuracy
as the motion measurements. In this work , with

, i.e., from 40 extension to 10 flexion,
the overlapping range of motion for each of the 14 wrists
(Section II-A).

III. EXPERIMENTS

The accuracy, precision and applicability of the LSMM were
assessed in several experiments, focusing on the following.
1) Wrist pose interpolation errors (Section III-A).
2) Variation in wrist motion (Section III-B).
3) Sensitivity of the LSMM to detect artificially imposed per-
turbations from normal motion (Section III-C).

4) Classification of artificially perturbed wrists
(Section III-D).

5) Sensitivity analysis of the estimated distributions to the
number of training samples involved (Section III-E).

6) Classification of wrists with ligament ruptures
(Section III-F).

7) Reconstruction accuracy of the model (Section III-G).

Fig. 6. Mean Euclidean distance between bone surface points in measured and
interpolated postures. Standard deviations are shown as error bars. The abbre-
viations of the bone names are listed in Table I.

Fig. 7. Mean distances between corresponding points on bone surfaces and
mean orientation differences between bones on “forward” and “backward” mo-
tion trajectories. The error bars denote standard deviations. The distances and
angles are averaged over 14 wrists in five poses.

A. Wrist Pose Interpolation Errors

One may observe that errors emanating from incorrect pose
interpolations are integrated in the distributions of point differ-
ences (3), thereby leading to wider distributions and a lower
sensitivity for joint space deviations. The magnitude of these in-
terpolation errors was determined by leaving one pose out of a
motion path and approximating this pose through interpolation.
The interpolation accuracy and precision were measured by the
average Euclidean distances between corresponding points on
the bone surface in the measured and interpolated poses and
their standard deviations. The pose differences were measured
over 14 wrists in 20 positions for seven of the carpal bones sep-
arately. The resulting mean distances between bone surfaces in
measured and interpolated postures and the corresponding stan-
dard deviations are shown in Fig. 6. It shows that the errors
are very small and bounded by the voxel size of the CT scan

mm . Note that the interpolation errors in this
experiment are larger than in the interpolated trajectories during
wrist alignment: during alignment no poses are left out and the
distance between sampled poses is approximately half the inter-
polated distance in this experiment.

B. Variation in Wrist Motion

Any “inherent” variation in wrist motion limits the model’s
sensitivity to detect pathological movements much in the same
way as the interpolation errors in the previous experiment. Prac-
tically, such variation is expected due to the limited repeatability
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Fig. 8. Median (-) and 95th percentile (- -) of Mahalanobis distances in four carpal joints as a function of (a) a translation along and (b) a rotation around the
normal to the bone surfaces of the joints concerned.

of the acquisition method ( mm, [34]),
hysteresis effects [12], [34] and natural motion variation. In this
experiment the extend of inherent variation of the motion is as-
sessed.
It may be observed that the full motion cycle is measured

for each sample wrist. In other words, every pose is measured
twice, namely during a “forward” and “backward” motion tra-
jectory. The differences between the “forward” and “backward”
poses are taken to reflect the variation in the motion. The (pos-
sible) hysteresis in the wrist motion is implicitly neglected, but
Foumani, et al. [13] have shown that this is allowed. To quan-
tify the differences, each wrist is aligned twice to the prede-
termined poses (see Section II-B): once on the forward trajec-
tory and once on the backward trajectory. The root mean square
Euclidean distances between points on the bone surfaces is the
error measure that describes the differences. The difference in
orientation between bones in opposite trajectories is also mea-
sured.
Fig. 7 shows that the average distance between corresponding

points on bone surfaces is on the order of 1 mm, with standard
deviations of the same order. The average orientation difference
is on the order of 2 , also with similar standard deviations. A
direct consequence of the precision of about 1 mm and 2 is
that the LSMM cannot detect deviations smaller than 1 mm and
that the reconstruction error of the model is at least of the same
order.

C. Sensitivity of the LSMM to Perturbations

The sensitivity of the LSMM to deviations from normal is
governed by the distributions of point pair differences (3). This
experiment tests how perturbations, i.e., translations and rota-
tions of carpal bones, affect the point pair differences. Pertur-
bations of increasing size were applied per carpal bone and the
median of the Mahalanobis distances and the 95th percentile for
all point pairs were measured. The perturbations focused on the
joints involving the scaphoid bone, since the scaphoid is most
often associated with pathology.

1) Translations of a bone by , with the mean normal
vector of the joint space and mm. The
normal vectors were spanned by corresponding point pairs.

2) Rotations of about , im-
posing a torsion on adjacent bones.

The experiment was performed in a leave-one-out manner
involving the 14 “normal” wrists.
The Mahalanobis distances for the two perturbations are

shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b), respectively. Mahalanobis distances
higher than 4.2 are considered to have a statistically significant
deviation (a Bonferroni corrected probability of ). The
fractions of point pairs with a Mahalanobis distance higher than
4.2 are shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b).

D. Classification of Perturbed Wrists

In this experiment we consider the perturbed wrists from
the previous section as pathological examples in a one-class
classifier of healthy wrists [45]. Using the median Maha-
lanobis distance as feature, the classification sensitivity and
specificity is determined for each perturbation magnitude in a
leave-one-out manner. The classification using the LSMM is
compared to three other models, based on the same data.
1) A model that applies PCA to the coordinates
separately for each pose and gap (PCAgap). For
each gap (at each pose in each wrist), the point sets

are translated to have a common
center of gravity.

2) Amodel that applies PCA on the distances between
the point coordinates separately for each pose
and gap (PCAdist).

3) A model based on principal component analysis (PCA) of
the transformation parameters of each bone with respect to
the bone in the mean wrist in the same pose (computed as
in Section II-D) (PCAtrans).

For each of these models the Mahalanobis distance of the
tested gap to the mean gap in each of the models is taken as the
discriminating feature between healthy and pathological wrist
gaps. The ROC curves in Fig. 10 are obtained for each of the per-
turbations in Section III-C. The threshold on the Mahalanobis
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Fig. 9. Fraction of surface points that statistically differs from the motion model as a function of (a) the translation along and (b) the rotation around
the normal to the bone surfaces of the joints concerned.

Fig. 10. ROC curves for the LSMM, PCAtrans, PCAgap, and PCAdist models for translational (a) and rotational perturbations (b).

distance that classifies a gap as pathological is thereby varied.
The results in these figures are combined for all gaps, postures
and (leave-one-out) wrists. These figures show that using the
LSMM, translations of 2 mm and rotations of 30 can be de-
tected reliably. Translations of 1 mm cannot be detected as re-
liably as these are of a similar order as the variation in motion
of the same wrist (see Fig. 7). The poor performance for an-
gles of 20 and smaller can be explained from the relatively
large proportion of points close to the rotation axis which are
subject to only a small displacement. The PCAgap model per-
forms dramatically worse than the proposed model, because it
does not only model the relative location between points at both
gap sides, but also the relative locations of points within a bone
at one side of the gap. This can be seen by considering that

(and analogously ) varies for different wrists , intro-
ducting variations that are not due to variations in relative bone
postures. The PCAdist model, that only models the distances be-
tween points is hampered by the fact that it does not contain any
directional information at all. By looking at the schematic Fig. 4
one can see that large distance variations are possible within the
same wrist, depending on the posture. These variations are in
the order of a few millimeters, thereby severely hampering the
classification accuracy. The PCAtrans model shows that a pa-
rameterization in rotations and translations is not able to dis-

criminate between healthy and perturbed wrists. This can be at-
tributed to the scale dependence of the translations (i.e., bones
in larger wrists undergo a large translation) and to a high vari-
ability in rotation parameters within healthy wrists: the registra-
tion of bones with varying shapes to the same mean bone leads
to a large rotational parameter variability, especially in the case
of the lunate bone.

E. Sensitivity Analysis of the Estimated Distributions to the
Number of Training Samples

The estimated distributions in the LSMM are based on a lim-
ited number of 14 sample wrists. A sensitivity analysis was per-
formed by means of cross validation to explore if there were
samples that deviate statistically significantly from the others.
This might indicate that the number of samples is insufficient.
Therefore, the LSMM was constructed based on 13 (training)
wrists and the outcome was used to assess the left out, 14th
(test) wrist. Specifically, the Mahalanobis distance (4) was de-
termined for all point pairs on the 14th wrist. The experiment
was repeated for each of the 14 wrists and for a range of poses

. The Mahalanobis distances for the
wrists that are used to train the model were also computed. Fur-
thermore, the classification accuracy as a function of the number
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Fig. 11. Distribution of Mahalanobis distances (4) determined in a
leave-one-out manner. The median (50th) percentile and the 95th
percentile are indicated for the training samples , respectively, the
test samples .

Fig. 12. ROC curves for the LSMM, for an increasing number of training
shapes. All perturbations from Section III-C are combined for each curve (color
version online).

of training shapes was tested, using the same perturbations and
classification method as in the previous section.
Fig. 11 shows the 50th percentile (median) and the 95th per-

centile of the distribution of measured Mahalanobis distances,
specified per adjacent bone pair, combined for all 14 test wrists.
One may compare Fig. 11 to the complementary cumulative
distribution function of the distribution with 3 degrees-of-
freedom in Fig. 5. It can be observed that the measured training
distributions are a bit narrower than the distribution, while
the tested distributions are slightly wider. This means that the
measured point pairs distributions in the training sets are not
completely independent and that the training data does not en-
tirely capture the variation in healthy point pairs. The sensitivity
and specificity of the classification of healthy and perturbed
wrists, however, has stabilized for this training set size, as in-
dicated by the overlapping ROC curves in Fig. 12. Therefore
it is expected that expanding the set of training wrists does not
significantly increase the classification accuracy.

F. Classification of Wrists With Ligament Ruptures

4D-RX scans of three wrists were collected that were
diagnosed to have SL dissociations, i.e., a rupture of the
ligament between the scaphoid and lunate bones. These patho-

logical wrists were compared to the LSMM as described in
Section II-F. Similar to the previous experiment, the median
and the 95th percentile of the Mahalanobis distances were
determined (see Fig. 13). Fig. 14 shows the locations where
significant differences from the LSMM were identified in one
of the three wrists at 20 extension.

G. Reconstruction Accuracy of the Model

The accuracy of the reconstructions using the LSMM model
were evaluated by perturbing the bones of healthy wrists (not
in the model) after which the reconstruction was made by mini-
mizing (8). Subsequently, the initial (healthy) wrist config-
uration served as the ground truth to determine the reconstruc-
tion accuracy. The reconstruction was constrained to enforce a
reconstruction in the same pose as the measured, healthy wrist
by fixating the radius and only allowing the capitate to trans-
late. The mean Euclidean distances between healthy and recon-
structed bone surfaces were determined as well as the corre-
sponding standard deviations. A reconstruction was performed
for each of the 14 wrists and the complete range of poses

. The perturbations were random transla-
tions drawn from a normal distribution mm as well
as random rotations around axes through the bones’ centers of
gravity also drawn from a normal distribution . The
directions of both the translation and rotation axes were uni-
formly distributed (over a sphere). The LSMM based recon-
structions were compared to registrations of all bones to an av-
erage wrist for each pose, which is essentially a reconstruction
based on the average measured wrist motion reported in clinical
studies [11], [13], [46]. In the latter, the reconstructed wrists are
transformed such that the radius stays fixed.
In Fig. 15 themean Euclidean distances are shown (top graph)

as well as the differences in orientation between original and
reconstructed bones (bottom graph). The radius was fixed in all
experiments, which explains the 0 mm mean distance in both
the LSMM and average results. Additionally, the orientation of
the capitate was also fixated, leading to the 0 orientation error
in LSMM results.
The errors in Fig. 15 include global misalignments and there-

fore overestimate the individual misalignment of adjacent bone
pairs. The latter misalignments are measured by registering each
adjacent bonepair in the reconstructedwrist to the corresponding
bone pair in the measured wrist. Fig. 16, shows that after these
registrations the residualEuclideandistancesarebetween0.5and
1mm and themean orientation errors have decreased to approxi-
mately2.5 . It shouldbenoted that themutualbonearrangements
in Figs. 15 and 16 are the same, but that global translation and ro-
tation differences have been removed.
Fig. 17 shows how the position of the lunate in one of the

pathological wrists deviates from the reconstructed pose. Be-
fore reconstruction the joint between scaphoid and lunate is ab-
normally wide [compare Fig. 17(a) to (b)]. The lunate has also a
pathological extension with respect to the scaphoid [Fig. 17(c)].

IV. DISCUSSION

We introduced a new, 4D statistical motion model that locally
describes the movement patterns of carpal bones based on the
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Fig. 13. Median (a) and 95th percentile (b) of the Mahalonobis distances in the carpal joints in three wrists with an SL dissociation. Brighter rectangles mean
larger deviations from a healthy wrist.

Fig. 14. Adjacent bone surfaces of a wrist with an SL dissociation, tested for
deviations. Statistically significant deviations are indicated in red (dark). Tested
surfaces with nonsignificant deviations are indicated in green (medium gray).
The light gray bone surfaces do not contain points paired with an adjacent sur-
face. The two sets of bones on the left are opened Sc-Lu and Tz-Ca gaps. The
pair of bones on the right is the same as the middle pair, but in a different ori-
entation (color version online).

Fig. 15. Reconstruction accuracy of perturbed complete wrists using the
LSMM and using an average motion trajectory. The accuracy is expressed
as the mean distance between points on the measured bone surfaces and
corresponding points on the reconstructed bone surfaces. The errorbars denoted
the standard deviations. Measurements are averaged for 14 wrists in five poses.

relative positions of point pairs on adjacent bone surfaces. This
local approach allows for a single motion description of objects
that vary in size and shape. It is assumed that the difference vec-
tors emanating from each point pair are Gaussian distributed in
healthy wrists. Accordingly, deviating wrist poses and motions
were detected based on the Mahalanobis distance of a point pair

Fig. 16. Reconstruction accuracy of perturbed complete wrists, registered per
carpal joint and expressed as the mean distance between points on the measured
bone surfaces and corresponding points on the reconstructed bone surfaces. The
errorbars denote the standard deviations. Measurements are averaged for 14
wrists in five poses.

Fig. 17. Scaphoid (blue, dark) and lunate of a wrist with an SL dissociation
before [red, medium gray (a)] and after reconstruction [green, light, (b)] The
scaphoid before and after reconstruction is registered. A side view of the same
SL joint with the lunate before and after reconstruction is shown in (c) (color
version online).

difference to the distribution center. Leave-one-out experiments
indicate that in a test wrist, 95% of the point pair differences had
a lower Mahalanobis distance than 3.2. A Bonferroni correc-
tion for multiple comparisons extends the 95% level to a Maha-
lanobis distance of 4.2. Note that such a strict approach assumes
that correlations between measurements are negligible. This as-
sumption was not entirely met (Section III-E), leading to a slight
insensitivity.
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A. Pathology Detection

The perturbation experiments that tested the method’s sensi-
tivity to transformations showed large differences between the
four bones adjacent to the scaphoid. The technique appeared
most sensitive to widenings and narrowings of the Sc-Ca joint
space, and most sensitive to rotational perturbations of the
Sc-Lu joint. This can be explained from the (normal) shape
of these two joint spaces. The Sc-Ca joint consists of two
conformal surfaces that form a partial ball joint. Therefore,
particularly widenings of this joint space may be abnormal.
The Sc-Lu joint, on the contrary, consists of two small parallel
surfaces that are kept together by the SL ligament. Due to the
elasticity of this ligament and relatively large variations in joint
space widths between individuals, small widenings/narrowings
are not abnormal. Rotations of the scaphoid with respect to the
lunate, however, are abnormal, because a healthy joint lacks
the space for rotation. One may also note that the median of the
Sc-Ca point pair differences changes relatively little when in-
creasing the rotational perturbations, while the 95th percentile
does increase. We attribute this to the closeness of the rotational
axis of the perturbations to the anatomical rotational axis. The
majority of the points, close to the rotation axis, only undergo
small translations (as shown by the median), while points far
from the axis undergo large translations (as shown by the 95th
percentile). The latter points are pushed outside their normal
distributions leading to a “ring” of statistically significant
deviations (data not shown). The method is less sensitive to
perturbations in the Sc-Tz and Sc-Td joints compared to the
Sc-Ca and Sc-Lu joints. This can be explained from the large
smooth surface on top of the scaphoid. Points on this surface
are not tightly constrained by neighboring characteristic points
on the bone surface and therefore variations of surface points
on the scaphoid surface exist between individuals, leading to
larger point pair difference distributions and therefore a reduced
model sensitivity.
The distribution of Mahalanobis distances (Fig. 13) in three

wrists diagnosed with SL dissociations showed that particularly
the Sc-Lu joint is affected and that it is abnormal in the whole
(measured) range of motion. Furthermore, more than 50% of
the Ra-Sc joint also significantly deviates for 0 to 20 exten-
sion. Fig. 13(b) demonstrates that not only these joints are af-
fected, but also the Lu-Ca joint and to a lesser extent the Sc-Td
and Sc-Ca joints. Fig. 14 shows an example of Lu-Ca deviation.
The deviations consist partly of a shift away from the scaphoid
and partly of the well known extension of the lunate [6], [10],
[12]. In clinical practice, the deviations of the Ra-Sc, Sc-Ca,
and Lu-Ca joint space are much more difficult to diagnose than
those of the Sc-Lu joint space, because the bone surfaces typ-
ically remain conformal in the former joints. Simultaneously,
the distance between the Ra-Sc, Sc-Ca, and Lu-Ca surfaces typ-
ically deviates only marginally. The difference measure used in
the LSMM, however, is sensitive to such variations, allowing
for the detection of significant deviations.
The sensitivity and specificity of the LSMM in classifying

healthy from perturbed wrists was compared to three other
models. Equation (1) a model that applies PCA to the coordi-
nates of the paired points. Equation (2) a model that applies

PCA to the distance between the paired points and (3) a model
that uses the transformation parameters of the bones. This
comparison showed that spurious variation spoils the classifi-
cation accuracy (as contained in model 1), that the direction
information was essential (missing in model 2) and that the
transformation parameters were sensitive to global shape vari-
ations in bones (model 3). With the proposed local, directed
joint space descriptions, translations of 2 mm and rotations of
30 could be detected reliably.

B. Wrist Reconstruction

The reconstruction errors in perturbed wrists, directly mea-
sured as Euclidean distances between corresponding surface
points, were on average 2 mm when using the LSMM. These
errors were approximately three times lower than those from
a reconstruction based on the average motion trajectory (see
Fig. 15). Upon visual inspection, no pathological bone config-
urations were found in the LSMM reconstructions, while the
reconstructions using the average motion patterns contained
both unnatural joint space widenings and narrowings (and
even overlapping bones). We observed that the main cause for
the errors in the LSMM reconstruction was global misalign-
ment between the reconstructed and the original wrists (see
Figs. 15 and 16). Although the imposed motion is only in the
flexion-extension direction, small but nonnegligible radio-ulnar
deviations (see Fig. 1) were noticed. Such radio-ulnar devia-
tions are averaged out between training wrists in the LSMM, but
lead to large systematic differences between the reconstructed
and original wrists.The influence of these pose differences is
decreased by a rigid registration of adjacent bone pairs before
measuring the reconstruction error (see Fig. 16). The Euclidean
distances were between 0.5 and 1 mm and the mean orientation
errors decreased to approximately 2.5 after this registration.
These values are in the same order as the precision in the
motion measurements in Fig. 7.
A comparison of the three wrists with SL dissociations before

and after reconstruction confirms the previously mentioned ex-
tension of the lunate. Specifically, the reconstructions allow to
estimate the magnitude of the extension, which is useful for both
diagnosis and surgical planning.

C. Limitations

One may observe that the point pair distributions were in-
ferred at predefined, discrete poses. If new wrist data in a single
pose, not included in the predefined set (e.g., a single CT scan),
would have to be assessed, it is most efficient to interpolate the
point pair distributions to the pose of the new data. A spline
interpolation of the distribution means and the covariance ma-
trices could be employed in order to do so. To ensure a pos-
itive definite covariance interpolation one could interpolate in
the matrix logarithm space, as used for tensor interpolation [47].
Although the SL joint spaces in the pathological test wrists

were all correctly identified as pathological, two limitations may
hamper the sensitivity of the LSMM to deviating bone positions.
The first limitation is the use of a Bonferroni correction for the
assessment of significantly deviating point pairs. This correc-
tion may be too conservative, as neighboring point pairs have
similar motions and consequently the deviation tests cannot be
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expected to be independent. Note that this effect is reduced by
subsampling the number of point pairs. A second limitation con-
cerns potentially present radio-ulnar deviations in the current set
of healthy wrists. These “extra” wrist pose differences will in-
crease the variations of the point pair difference distributions.
Only a better positioning protocol might reduce these spurious
variations.

D. Extendibility and Conclusion

The presented LSMM is now used to describe the flexion-ex-
tension motion of the wrist, but can be used for other joints
and can be extended with other clinically important motion
patterns, e.g., radio-ulnar deviation and dart throwing motion
(a combination of flexion-extension and radio-ulnar deviation)
[48]. Clearly, such extension will particularly require more
degrees-of-freedom in the pose for representing the radio-ulnar
deviations, but the statistical modelling can essentially stay the
same. The higher “pose”-dimensionality may allow for better
wrist alignment and thereby contribute to a smaller spurious
point pair variation.
The model can also be applied to other joints, such as the

ankle, elbow and spine, as long as these joints can be repro-
ducibly aligned (such as in Section II-B). Apart from diagnosis
and treatment planning, the model might also be used for
therapy evaluation, e.g., after a correction osteotomy. Out-
comes of procedures that involve radical bone shape changes,
such as the fusion of bones could in principle also be evaluated
using an LSMM. However, the localization of paired points
after bone fusions requires a method establishing point corre-
spondence that is robust to changes in topology.
In conclusion, a novel, local, statistical representation of the

healthy motion pattern of wrist bones was presented for the de-
tection of ligament damage. The model’s reconstruction preci-
sion is high: approximately 1 mm (RMS) or 2 in bone pose
angle. The first classification application to three pathological
wrists demonstrated the efficacy of the approach. An elaborate
clinical study is needed, though, including a larger sample of
(pathological) wrists to establish its practical value. The pre-
sented 4D statistical model of wrist bone movement may be-
come a valuable clinical tool for diagnosis and surgical plan-
ning.
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